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Abstract. An ensemble is generated by training multiple component learners
for a same task and then combining their predictions. In most ensemble
algorithms, all the trained component learners are employed in constituting an
ensemble. But recently, it has been shown that when the learners are neural
networks, it may be better to ensemble some instead of all of the learners. In
this paper, this claim is generalized to situations where the component learners
are decision trees. Experiments show that ensembles generated by a selective
ensemble algorithm, which selects some of the trained C4.5 decision trees to
make up an ensemble, may be not only smaller in the size but also stronger in
the generalization than ensembles generated by non-selective algorithms.

1. Introduction

Ensemble is a learning paradigm where multiple component learners are trained for a
same task by a same learning algorithm, and the predictions of the component
learners are combined for dealing with future instances. Since an ensemble is often
more accurate than its component learners [4, 20, 25], such a paradigm has become a
hot topic in recent years and has already been successfully applied to optical character
recognition [9, 17], face recognition [13, 16], scientific image analysis [1, 6], medical
diagnosis [7, 26], etc.

In general, an ensemble is built in two steps, that is, training multiple component
learners and then combining their predictions. According to the styles of training the
component learners, current ensemble algorithms can be roughly categorized into two
classes, that is, algorithms where component learners must be trained sequentially, or
algorithms where component learners could be trained in parallel. The representative
of the first category is AdaBoost [11], which sequentially generates a series of
component learners where the training instances that are wrongly predicted by a
component learner will play more important role in the training of its subsequent
learner. Other representatives of this category include Arc-x4 [5], fBoost [14],
MiniBoost [21], MultiBoost [24], etc. The representative of the second category is
Bagging [4], which utilizes bootstrap sampling [10] to generate multiple training sets
from the original training set and then trains a learner from each generated training
set. Other representatives of this category include SEQUEL [1], Wagging [2], p-
Bagging [2], GASEN [27], etc.



It is worth mentioning that after obtaining multiple learners, most ensemble
algorithms employ all of them to constitute an ensemble. Although such a scheme
works well [2, 8, 18], recently some researchers [27] show that when the component
learners are neural networks, it may be better to ensemble some instead of all of them.
In this paper, such a claim is generalized to situations where the component learners
are decision trees. Experiments show that ensembles generated by a selective
ensemble algorithm may have not only smaller size but also stronger generalization
ability than those generated by non-selective ensemble algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a practically feasible
selective ensemble algorithm, i.e. GASEN-b, is proposed. In Section 3, experiments
comparing GASEN-b against some non-selective ensemble algorithms are reported.
Finally in Section 4, the main contribution of this paper is summarized and several
issues for future works are indicated.

2. GASEN-b

Since it is difficult to identify the component learners that should be excluded from
the ensemble, Zhou et al. [27] proposed an algorithm named GASEN to build
selective ensembles. At first, GASEN assigns a random weight to each of the
available component learners. Then, it employs genetic algorithm to evolve those
weights so that they can characterize to some extent the fitness of the learners in
joining the ensemble. Finally, it selects the learners whose weight is bigger than a pre-
set threshold to constitute the ensemble.

Each individual in the evolving population is a weight vector w = (w1, w2, …, wT),
where wi is the weight for the i-th component learner. In order to evaluate the
goodness of the individuals, a validation data set is employed. Let Ew

V be the
validation error of the ensemble corresponding to the individual w on the validation
set V. It is obvious that Ew

V
 can express the goodness of w in the way that the smaller

Ew
V
 is, the better w is. So, GASEN uses f(w) = 1/ Ew

V
 as the fitness function.

Here GASEN is modified in the way that instead of using weight representation,
that is, assigning a weight to each component tree and then selecting the trees
according to the evolved weights, bit strings are used where “1” denotes a tree
appearing in the ensemble while “0” denotes its absence. Such a bit representation
gets rid of the need of manually setting the threshold for selecting the component
learners according to their evolved weights. Moreover, since evolving shorter strings
is faster than evolving longer ones, GASEN-b may be faster because the strings
generated in bit representation are significantly shorter than those generated in weight
representation.

The modified algorithm is called GASEN-b, i.e. GASEN with bit representation.
This algorithm is shown in Fig. 1, where T bootstrap samples S1, S2, …, ST are
generated from the original training set and a component learner Ct is trained from
each St, an ensemble C* is built from C1, C2, …, CT whose output is the class label
receiving the most number of votes. Note that if there are enough training data,



employing a separate validation set, i.e. SV, may help obtain better performance.
Otherwise SV may be generated by bootstrap sampling from the training set.

It is worth mentioning that besides S, L, T, and SV, there are several other
parameters that should be set in GASEN-b. Those mainly include the size of the
population, the maximum generation, the crossover probability, and the mutation
probability. Although the setting of those parameters may affect the efficiency of
GASEN-b, we believe that optimizing them is the affair of genetic algorithm
community. Fortunately, it was shown  [27] that even without finely tuning those
parameters, GASEN could already obtain good results by utilizing some publicly
available GA tools to implement the genetic algorithm and simply setting all the
parameters to their default values.

3. Experiments

3.1 Compared Algorithms

In our experiments, GASEN-b is compared against Bagging [4], AdaBoost [11], and
Arc-x4 [5], all of which are non-selective ensemble algorithms, i.e. algorithms that
use all the component learners to constitute an ensemble.

Bagging (Bootstrap aggregating) is proposed by Breiman [4]. It employs bootstrap
sampling to generate several training sets from the original training set, and then
trains a component learner from each generated training set. The component
predictions are often combined via majority voting.

Input: training set S, learner L, trials T, validation set SV with size m
Output: ensemble C*
Process:
1.  for t = 1 to T {
2.      St = bootstrap sample from S
3.      Ct = L(St)
4. }
5. generate a population of bit strings
6. evolve the population where the fitness of a string b is measured as
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Fig. 1.  The GASEN-b algorithm.



AdaBoost (Adaptive Boosting) is proposed by Freund & Schapire [11]. It
sequentially generates a series of component learners, where the training instances
that are wrongly predicted by a learner will play more important role in the training of
its subsequent learner. The component predictions are combined via weighted voting
where the weights are determined by the algorithm itself.

Arc-x4 belongs to the family of algorithms called Arcing (Adaptively resample and
combine) proposed by Breiman [5]. It is similar to AdaBoost in that it also
sequentially generates a series of component learners. However, the weight of an
instance is proportional to the number of misclassifications made by all the previous
component learners to the fourth power, plus one. Moreover, the component
predictions are combined via majority voting instead of weighted voting.

Note that AdaBoost requires a weak learner whose error is bounded by a constant
strictly less than 0.5. In practice, this requirement cannot be guaranteed especially
when dealing with multi-class tasks. It is also worth mentioning that if the successive
training sets are generated by re-weighting [20], when the error of a component
learner reaches zero, which is often occurred in decision tree induction, all the
following component learners will be replications because no instance weight is
changed. To overcome those problems, in our experiments if the error of a component
learner is beyond 0.5, then the learner is aborted and a new learner is trained from a
bootstrap sample of the original training set; if the error of a component learner
reaches zero, then the next learner is trained from a bootstrap sample of the original
training set. In both cases, the total number of bootstrap sampling is at most equal to
the number of trials. Moreover, in order to prevent floating overflow, as suggested by
Webb [24], the smallest instance weight bounds to 10-8.

3.2 Methodology

In our experiments, for Bagging, AdaBoost, and Arc-x4, each ensemble contains
twenty C4.5 decision trees. But for GASEN-b, the component learners are selected
from twenty trees, i.e. the number of C4.5 decision trees contained in an ensemble
generated by GASEN-b is often far less than twenty. The parameters of the genetic
algorithm utilized by GASEN-b are set as follows. The maximum generation is set to
150, the crossover probability is set to 0.6, the mutation probability is set to 0.1, and
the population size is set to 30. Note that the population size is the number of bit
strings kept in each generation. Each string contains 20 bits each corresponds to a
component decision tree. The validation data set used by GASEN-b is with the same
size of its training data set, which is bootstrap sampled from its training data set.

Fifteen data sets from UCI machine learning repository [3] are used. The number
of classes ranges from 2 to 7. The number of attributes ranges from 8 to 38. The
number of examples ranges from 214 to 7,200. 10-fold cross validation is performed
on each data set, where ten runs are performed in each fold and the result of the fold is
the average result of those ten runs. The training sets of the ensembles are bootstrap
sampled from the training set of the fold. In order to increase the diversity of those
ensembles, the size of their training sets is roughly half of that of the fold.



In detail, suppose we have a data set comprising 1,000 instances. For 10-fold cross
validation, the training set in each fold comprises 900 instances. Then, for each fold,
10 data sets with 450 instances are sampled as the training sets for 10 runs. In each
run, all the compared ensemble algorithms will build an ensemble from the same 450
instances. The validation set used by GASEN-b is also sampled from the 450
instances.

The reason why we do not use the original entire data set as the training set directly
is that in order to compare the average performance of the algorithms, we hope to
perform 10 runs. In order to make the average of the 10 runs meaningful, random
samples should be used for the 10 runs. However, since all the data are from the same
data set, the samples are opportunity samples instead of random samples. Using half
of the volume of the original data set will improve the randomness of the opportunity
samples, so that the average performance may be more reliable. Such a scheme has
been adopted by Bauer & Kohavi [2] before.

For comparison, we also test single C4.5 decision tree in each fold, whose training
data set is generated in the same way as those of the ensembles.

3.3 Results

The experimental results are shown in Table 1. Note that for single C4.5 decision
trees, we record their predictive error. But since we are interested in the relative
performance of the ensemble algorithms, the predictive error of Bagging, AdaBoost,

Table 1. Error ratios against single C4.5 tree for Bagging, AdaBoost, Arc-x4, and GASEN-b

Bagging AdaBoost Arc-x4 GASEN-b
Data Set

single
tree ratio std ratio std ratio std ratio std size

Glass .371 .867 .072 .833 .057 .773 .094 .802 .093 7.43
Ionosphere .117 .868 .086 .770 .228 .865 .183 .861 .100 7.95
WDBC .075 .698 .156 .621 .210 .691 .201 .694 .172 7.30
Credit .260 .918 .038 .955 .060 .891 .065 .907 .039 7.71
Diabetes .288 .869 .059 .938 .061 .874 .058 .856 .060 8.38
Annealing .143 .894 .053 .773 .073 .844 .077 .820 .093 7.29
Vehicle .313 .921 .047 .802 .057 .830 .078 .910 .060 8.08
Heart .213 .922 .022 .975 .054 .923 .042 .920 .026 8.31
German .345 .898 .044 1.012 .053 .897 .041 .894 .047 7.38
Image .054 .759 .096 .493 .080 .625 .106 .701 .089 7.83
Hypothyroid .014 .873 .089 1.296 .431 .882 .215 .855 .124 8.75
Allhypo .025 .904 .122 1.809 .563 1.102 .154 .846 .089 7.18
Waveform-21 .257 .742 .028 .674 .026 .666 .023 .754 .029 12.39
Page .036 .864 .048 .893 .062 .790 .058 .836 .042 7.89
Ann Thyroid .018 .859 .056 .952 .089 .902 .066 .844 .071 7.12
Ave. .189 .857 .068 .920 .140 .837 .097 .833 .076 8.07



Arc-x4, and GASEN-b have been normalized according to that of the single C4.5
decision trees. In other words, Table 1 shows the error ratios against single C4.5 trees
for the ensemble algorithms, which is obtained through dividing the predictive error
of the ensemble algorithms by that of single trees. The standard deviations of those
error ratios are shown in columns titled as “std”. It is also worth mentioning that the
sizes of the ensembles generated by Bagging, AdaBoost, and Arc-x4 are always
twenty, that is, each ensemble contains twenty C4.5 decision trees, whereas the sizes
of the ensembles generated by GASEN-b are shown in Table 1.

Table 1 reveals that the performance of GASEN-b is significantly better than that
of the compared ensemble algorithms because it can achieve stronger generalization
with smaller sizes of ensembles. In detail, GASEN-b is better than Bagging on nine
data sets, comparable to Bagging on five data sets, and worse than Bagging on only
one data set; it is better than AdaBoost on nine data sets, and worse than AdaBoost on
six data sets; it is better than Arc-x4 on six data sets, comparable to Arc-x4 on four
data sets, and worse than Arc-x4 on five data sets. Moreover, the average size of the
ensembles generated by GASEN-b is roughly 40% (8.07/20.0) of that of the
ensembles generated by other algorithms. These results explicitly support the claim
that when the component learners are decision trees, selective ensembles may be
superior to non-selective ones.

Table 1 also shows that Bagging and GASEN-b can always improve the
generalization. As for AdaBoost, there are cases such as IMA where it greatly
improves the generalization, but there are also cases such as ALL where it seriously
deteriorates the generalization. This reflects that AdaBoost is not a stable algorithm,
which has already been observed in previous empirical studies [2, 8, 19, 27]. As for
Arc-x4, although there are cases such as ALL where it deteriorates the generalization,
it is more stable than AdaBoost and its average error ratio is only slightly worse than
GASEN-b.

4. Conclusion

At present, most ensemble algorithms utilize all the trained learners to make up an
ensemble. This paper shows that when the learners are decision trees, it may be better
to build selective ensembles, that is, ensembles containing some instead of all of the
trained decision trees. In order to show the feasibility of selective ensemble of
decision trees, this paper presents GASEN-b algorithm. Experiments show that
ensembles generated by GASEN-b may be not only smaller in the size but also
stronger in the generalization than non-selective ensembles.

Some researchers [18, 22] have investigated the problem of pruning boosted
decision trees to reduce the complexity of the final ensemble. However, it has been
proved that the boosting pruning problem is NP-complete and is even hard to
approximate [22], and the pruning may sacrifice the generalization ability of the final
ensemble [18, 22]. On the other hand, through employing rough set reduct, Hu [15]
has demonstrated that ensembles better than those generated by boosting or bagging
can be built with limited number of decision trees. In fact, in the context of ensemble



pruning, GASEN-b could be regarded as a method for pruning bagged decision trees.
It is interesting that from the theoretical analysis and experimental results presented in
this paper, it is evident that pruning bagged decision trees may improve the
generalization ability of the final ensemble. Thus, the different effects caused by
pruning on the generalization ability of boosted or bagged decision trees may serve as
an evidence for supporting that boosting and bagging has different natures.

An advantage of GASEN-b that has not been put forth in this paper is that although
it is a general algorithm, it has the potential for incorporating domain specific
knowledge in a way investigated by genetic algorithm community for long time [12].
That is, employing coding scheme, fitness function, and genetic operators devised
according to domain specific knowledge. This is an interesting issue to be explored in
real-world applications in the future.

It was found that combining component class probabilities may be better than
combining component class labels [23]. So, powerful selective ensemble algorithms
may be developed from the aspect of combining component class probabilities, which
is also an interesting issue to be explored in the future.
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